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ACLS Open Access Book Prize + Arcadia Open Access Publishing Award
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All entries must be submitted by the publisher. Authors may not independently submit entries.

Name of submitting publisher:

Imprint name (if applicable):

Prize Category (choose one):
  History
  Multimodal

Primary discipline/field of book (up to 2)

MULTIMODAL ONLY: Does the submission contain the entirety of the monograph text? (Y/N)

Publication Information
Book title
Copyright year (must be 2017–2022)
Author name(s)
Author(s)’ ORCID ID (if available)
Publisher mailing address
Publisher contact name
Publisher contact email
Publisher contact phone number
URL to work’s main catalog page on publisher’s website
URL to work’s OA page on publisher’s website (if separate from above)
URLs to external distribution platforms (e.g., JSTOR, OAPEN, Project Muse)

Scholarly Impact

1. Why did you decide to publish this monograph as open access? (Limit 150 words)
2. Describe the impact of this work within its field. Has it received positive scholarly reviews, prizes, or other commendations? (Limit 150 words)
3. Describe the impact of this publication to interdisciplinary and/or nonacademic audiences. (Limit 150 words)
Access and Accessibility

1. Describe any technical and design features in the publication that increase accessibility for people with disabilities. (Limit 150 words)
2. Describe the promotion and distribution strategy for the open access edition. (Limit 150 words)
3. Provide any available metrics or data that indicate the work’s geographic reach and/or number of views and downloads. (Limit 150 words)
4. Describe any efforts undertaken by the author or publisher to widen the audience for this publication beyond specialist readers. (Limit 150 words)
5. MULTIMODAL ONLY: Describe the preservation strategy for this publication. (Limit 150 words)